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ABSTRACT

In the early 1970's, the Institute of Behavioral Science, at the
University of Colorado (Boulder), issued a number of reports about
natural hazards in the United States. Snow Avalanche Hazard in the
United States: A Research Assessment stressed the use of land-use
management as one way of reducing the risk and stated that a top
research priority il'lcluded an inventory and evaluation of existing
land-use regulations addressing the snow avalanche hazard.

Beginning in March and extending to June 1981, this author, in
order to establish a reference base, inventoried existing legislation
addressing snow avalanche. Twenty (20) states, 165 counties. and 14
municipalities were contacted.

The evaluation of the legislation revealed 27 factors used by local
jurisdictions to control urban development in areas experiencing snow
avalanche. A factor is part of an overall statement which expresses a
common theme; said statement may be a sentence. a paragraph, or a
number of paragraphs, and usually initiates certain activities by the
legislature or by the administrators of the legislation. A factor can
also be the standards by which projects are judged. Although none of
the local jurisdictions used all 27 factors in their legislation. the
combined 27 factors may be the foundation of a model ordinance.

INTRODUCTION
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For as long as snow has been falling
on the Earth and accumulating on sloping
land. there have been snow avalanches;
and for as long as humans have been
venturing onto those snowy. sloping
lands. there has been death for humans
and destruction of their works. Snow
avalanches are natural events operating
according to physical law ,
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and people create the hazard by b uildin g
and rebuilding in snow avalanche paths.
To reduce the hazard we must first know
how and why snow avalanches occur, and
we must know where they occur. By
knowing where they occur we then can
take measures to protect life and
property.

In the early 1970's. the Institute
of Behavioral Science, University of
Colorado at Boulder, issued a number of
reports about natural hazards in the
United States. T he reports were a
product of a program titled" Assessment of
Research on Natural Hazards." which was
supported by funding from the National
Science Foundation. The two basic
purposes of the program intended to
p~ovide a basis for determining the



social costs and benefits of natural
hazards research and to determine what
research needed to be completed in order
to fully understand the natural phenomena
producing a hazard. Snow Avalanche Hazard
in the United States: A Research
Assessment (University of Colorado, 1975)
is one of the reports. In the summary,
one point made by the authors stressed the
use of land-use management as one way of
reducing the risk. The authors stated
that a top research priority includes an
inventory and evaluation of existing
land-use regulations addressing the snow
avalanche hazard.

At times problems associated with
natural hazards and land-use development
often emerge at the local level and remain
as isolated cases for the community to
solve. This isolation may have a tendency
to retard the exchange of information
among communities coping with the same
problem. To break this isolaticn, it is
necessary to find those communities that
are experiencing a natural hazard and then
proceed to establish a reference base of
planning policy and land-use regulation
(hereinafter referred to as legislation)
enacted in an attempt to solve the
problem. Working with the reference
base, researchers can then monitor the
communities to determine the effectiveness
of each legislation.

INVENTORY PROCEDURE

To establish the reference base of
legislation addressing development in
areas experiencing snow avalache an
inventory occurred from March to June
1981; the reference base reflects
legislation in effect at that time. The
procedure encompassed 3 steps:

1. sending letters and questionnaires
to state agencies charged with being
a clearinghouse for city and regional
planning matters. and sending letters
to select counties and cities that
were cited in the literature as
having some degree of legislation.
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The basic objective of the research
was to estabUsh a reference base of
legislative land-use management techniques
addressing development in areas
experiencing snow avalanche and to
provide the planning profession with an
inventory of planning policy and land-use
controls now being used to protect people
and property in snow avalanche areas.

The inventory was made by
contacting 20 states, 165 count .ies, and 14
municipalities. The complete inventory is
produced in the report titled Inventory
and Evaluation of Land-Use Controls
Addressing Snow Avalanches (Niemczyk,
1982).

FACTORS COMPRISING COUNTY/MUNICIPAL
LAND-USE CONTROLS ADDRESSING SNOW
AVALANCHES.

What did the communities consider
when adopting their land-use regulations?
What factors were taken into account? An
inspection of the regulations reveals that
each is comprised of a number of factors
--a factor being part of an overall
statement which expresses a common
theme; said statement may be a sentence.
a paragraph, or a number of paragraphs,
and usually initiates certain activities by
the legislature (for example, declaring the
intent to protect the health and safety of
the people; setting an appropriation for
implementation of the Act) or by the
administrators of the legislation (for
example, mapping hazardous areas; setting
standards for review of projects). A
factor can also be the standards by which
projects are judged. Factors are normally
labeled as a section or subsection of an
ordinance.

The objective of this paper is to Ust
and define. or explain, the factors that
comprise land-use controls used to control
development in areas prone to snow
avalanche. Land-use regulations include
zoning and subdivision ordinances, the
purpose of which is the direct control of
development. Since counties and
municipalities usually have this power of
direct control. the discussion involves
both jurisdictionalleve1s.

2.

3.

sending letters to county planning
departments in states that indicated
that avalanches are a problem or are
a potential problem for the state.

sending letters to municipalities
in counties that indicated that
avalanches are a problem.

T his pap er is in 2 parts: a
discussion of factors com pnsmg the
regulations and a matrix, Table 1. that
shows ~Thich county or municipality
incorporates the factor in their
regulations. The definition or explanation
of the factor is preceded by a key
word (s) that is used in Table 1. The
factors that com prise the regulations
include:



Purpose--states the reason for thi:
law. As a minimum, the statement
usually recognizes the potential
hazard if development should occur in
snow avalanche paths and declares the
intent to protect the health, safety,
and general welfare of the people and
to protect property.

11.

1.

2. Definitions--defines terms,
not in common use, to ensure
tion and consistency of use;

usually
clarifica-
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LO. Non-conforming Uses--allows continued
use of existing structures and allows
changes within provisions of the law;
prohibits reuse, without conformity,
after a specified time of discontinued
use; prohibits rebuilding if 50% or
more of the structure is destroyed by
whatever means;

Permit Procedure--requires a permit"
for development in any avalanche area
and specifies the procedure for
acquiring the permit;

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Map(s)--shows where the snow avalanche
paths are located. May include the
degree of hazard within the path
resulting in a zonation of the
avalanche path: the red zone is the
high hazard; the blue zone is
moderate hazard; the white zone is
little or no hazard. Vail, Colorado
also uses "zone of influence" for
areas that are suspect. These areas
are so labeled since data is not
available to confirm the suspicion.

Avalanche Studies--requires that al1
studies that address the hazard be
kept in public files;

Applicability--states the conditions
when the law is applicable: usually
when a property owner submits an
application for development in areas
mapped as a hazard or on lands within
the jurisdiction of the governing
body;

Prohibition--completely prohibits the
development of land that has snow
avalanche activity; at times may
allow mitigation;

Districts--since the mapping of an
avalanche path may show degrees of
hazard, zoning districts are
established according to the degree
of hazard. The severest zone may
completely prohibit development; the
least hazardous zone may require
special review;

Restricted Uses--allows some development,
as specified, in avalanche areas;
usually permits structures used on a
seasonal basis (non-winter) or not
intended for human occupancy;
normally bars the full potential of
development;

Permitted Uses--lists those land-uses
allowed in an avalanche zone;

lL.

l3.

L4.

15.

Submittal Requirement--lists the
information that must be submitted
with an application for a permit;
this information normally includes:

a. maps showing hazardous area,
nature of topography, and nature
of development,

b. written report explaining maps
and project,

c. map showing location of buildings,
d. building type,
e. building stability and strength,
f. extent of runout zones,
g. estimated im pacl pressures,
h. type of avalanche expected,
1. avalanche frequency,
j. avalanche volume,
k. avalanche flow depth,
1. index map,
m. north arrow,
n. property boundaries and legal

description,
o. anticipated avalanche flow if

natu ral path is altered,
p. mitigating measures,
q. proposed deed restrictions for

special structural requirements.

Project Description--req uires the
applicant to explain in a narrative,
pictorial, or graphic form the nature
of the development;

Review Criteria--lists information,
concerns, and impacts that should be
addressed when reviewing an
application; examples include:
density in avalanche areas, safe
transportation routes, alteration of
plant cover, impact on adjacent
lands, recommendations of other
reviewing agencies;

Criteria for Approval--specifies the
findings that the government body
must make in order to approve a
project. Usually the hazard must be
eliminated or modified; the development
must not initiate an avalanche
hazard;



16. Mitigation--allows mitigating measures
that will alter or eliminate the hazard;
permits avalanche defenses or structural
provisions;

17. Design Standards--addresses the
design and placement of structures
intended to mitigate the hazards and
the placement of public utilities;

18. Map Amendment--allows for the change
of avalanche area boundaries with
submittal of proper scientific
evidence;

19. Amendment--allows for changes to be
made to the regulations governing the
avalanche district;

20. Variance--establishes a procedure for
granting relief from part of the
regulations; most land-use
regulations permit variances from the
established provisions; however,
Larimer County, Colorado, prohibits
the grant of variance in its Hazard
Area Ordinance;

21. Additional Studies--directs the local
jurisdiction to continue studying the
avalanche hazard and allow s submittal
of studies for review from private
parties;

22. Consultant's Qualifications--sets
standards for avalanche consultants
and for those who design and review
proposed projects intended for
avalanche districts;

23. Referral Procedure--req uires review
and approval from appropriate public
agencies of proposed developments in
avalanche districts;

24. Disclaimer--stipulates that provisions
of the ordinance do not insure that
areas outside avalanche districts or
that approved developments within
avalanche districts are hazard free,
or that maps are 100% accurate;

25. Public Notice--requires the labeling
of all subdivision maps, building
plans, and other drawings with a
notice about potential avalanche if
parcels are in avalanche districts;
requires the applicant to appear
before' the city council or board of
supervisors for notification of a
public meeting about potential
avalanche on the applicant's parcel;
requires notification of all buyers.
renters. tenants. and lessees;
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26. Suspension of Services--permits the
suspension, by the local jurisdiction.
of public services and utilities to
parcels located in avalanche districts
during times of avalanche danger;

27. Conditions of Approval--lists those
conditions that the local jurisdiction
may levy against a proposed
development. The jurisdiction is
not limited to the list; examples
include: construction standards.
grading criteria. vegetative
features, building placement.

Table 1. Matrix of Factors Comprising
Regulations and Counties/Municipalities,
lists the 27 factors against the 12 counties
and 5 municipalities that incorporate some
of these factors.

CONCLUSION

Table 1 shows that the jurisdictions
do not use all 27 factors culled from a
study of the inventory. The more
comprehensive legislation--for example.
Larimer County (Colorado), San Juan
County (Colorado). Ketchum (Idaho). Va:il
(Colorado) recognizes the danger of
snow avalanches, maps the areas where
snow avalanches are expected to occur
(at times by degree of danger). specifies
the land-uses for these areas. and sets
standards for development allowed in snow
avalanche areas.

T his paper discusses those factors
that could com prise a comprehensive
ordinance that addresses urban development
in snow avalanche areas; it is the
foundation for a model ordinance. However,
before such a model ordinance is written
research must determine the effectiveness
of the current land-use regulations--that
is, the effectiveness of protecting people
and property from snow avalanches--and
the value of each factor culled from the
current regulations. The effectiveness
and value can be determined by case
studies. Once they are known, a model
ordinance can be developed.
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TABLE 1

MATRIX OF FACTORS CONPRISING REGULATIONS
AND COUNTIES/MUNICIPALITIES
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Prohibi ticn
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Referral Procedure
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